Abstract-Beamforming has a great potential for joint communication and radar sensing (JCAS), which is becoming a demanding feature on many emerging platforms, such as unmanned aerial vehicles and smart cars. Although beamforming has been extensively studied for communication and radar sensing respectively, its application in the joint system is not straightforward due to different beamforming requirements by communication and sensing. In this paper, we propose a novel multibeam framework using steerable analog antenna arrays, which allows seamless integration of communication and sensing. Different to conventional JCAS schemes that support JCAS using a single beam, our framework is based on the key innovation of multibeam technology: providing fixed subbeam for communication and packet-varying scanning subbeam for sensing, simultaneously from a single transmitting array. We provide a system architecture and protocols for the proposed framework, complying well with modern packet communication systems with multicarrier modulation. We also propose low-complexity and effective multibeam design and generation methods, which offer great flexibility in meeting different communication and sensing requirements. We further develop sensing parameter estimation algorithms using conventional digital Fourier transform and one-dimensional compressive sensing techniques, matching well with the multibeam framework. Simulation results are provided and validate the effectiveness of our proposed framework, beamforming design methods, and the sensing algorithms.
retrieval and harvesting, based on estimating the position, speed and feature signal of objects in the environment that radio signal covers [3] . Instead of having two separate systems, it is possible to develop joint communication and radar sensing (JCAS) techniques to integrate the two functions into one by sharing hardware and signal processing modules, and achieve immediate benefits of reduced cost, size, weight, and better spectrum efficiency. An integrated system will also benefit from mutual sharing of information for improved performance, e.g., using sensed environment knowledge to assist beamforming (BF) design [4] .
Millimetre wave (mmWave) provides a great platform for integrating these two functions into one module thanks to its large bandwidth and small antennas [5] . With large bandwidth, it provides potentially a high data rate for communication, high resolution for radar operation, and low latency for information exchange and sharing between the two modules. For mmWave, antenna array and steerable beam need to be used to overcome large propagation attenuation and to estimate signal direction. Beam-steering can be realized either via a full digital or analog array. A full digital array for mmWave systems is very expensive, while analog array is a practical and cost-effective solution. Commercially available mmWave phased array, e.g., 16 × 16 60 GHz millimetre wave arrays of size 22 × 22 cm 2 [6] , provides great potential for JCAS, particularly for small platform.
Although BF for communication and radar sensing respectively has been studied extensively [7] , [8] , its applications in JCAS is not straightforward. The main challenge is that communication and sensing have different requirements for BF. Radio systems operating at high frequency bands confront large propagation loss. In this case, sensing requires time-varying directional scanning beams, while communication requires stable and accurately-pointed beams to achieve large BF gain. Existing research mostly considers the scheme of using a single beam for communication and sensing [2] , [9] [10] [11] . The direction of sensing in this case is limited to the direction of the communication node.
In this paper, exploring novel multibeam technology we present a comprehensive framework that enables low-cost and efficient implementation of JCAS on even small and portable platforms, with the use of two analog antenna arrays. Our proposed approach, as a first initiative of using multibeam technology in JCAS, is an innovation significantly different to existing ones [2] , [9] [10] [11] . A multibeam is defined as a BF waveform with two or more mainlobes (we call them subbeams) generated 0018-9545 © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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by a single analog antenna array at a time. Some subbeams, fixed in direction, support communication as well as sensing in the communication direction(s), and other subbeams support direction-varying scan over different communication packet durations. The proposed framework enables seamless integration of sensing into a (point-to-point) communication system with multicarrier modulation and packet transmission. This paper provides a system architecture, operation protocols, a BF design methodology, multibeam generation and updating algorithms, and sensing algorithms, to achieve large field-of-view (range in directions), flexible and accurate sensing with controllable and insignificant compromise on communication performance. Our main contributions in this paper are as follows, with a focus on multibeam with two subbeams:
r We propose a system architecture and protocols for implementing multibeam JCAS technology, with the use of two analog arrays. The two arrays, spatially widely separated, are introduced mainly to suppress leakage signal from the transmitter to receiver, so that the receiver can work all the time, transiting between communication and sensing modes. The proposed framework fully complies with a conventional time division duplex (TDD) communication system and reuses the TDD timeslot. This is detailed in Section II; r We provide a BF design methodology to enable the integration of beam-scanning based sensing with fixed-beam based communication functions. We also present a generalized Least Squares (LS) BF solution for generating beams with desired shape. This is discussed in Section III; r Detailed methods for generating and updating multibeam BF vectors are developed. The methods offer flexibility in meeting different and time-varying requirements for communication and sensing, capability in constructively combining communication and sensing subbeams for communication purpose, and simplicity in updating BF vectors. The details are presented in Section IV; r We formulate the signal processing and sensing parameter estimation problems, and investigate sensing algorithms for estimating these parameters. In particular, we develop novel 1D Compressive Sensing (CS)-based solutions, which well-match the multibeam framework and can work efficiently in, e.g., smart cars and commercial UAV networks. The work is presented in Section V.
Notations: (·)
H , (·) T and (·) c denote the Hermitian transpose, transpose and conjugate of a matrix/vecor, respectively. | · · · | denotes the element-wise absolute value, (A) n,m denotes the (n, m)-th element of the matrix A, (A) ·,m denotes the m-th column of A, {a n } denotes a vector with elements a n , diag{a n } denotes a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements a n .
II. PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE, PROTOCOL AND SIGNAL MODEL
We consider a system where two nodes perform two-way point-to-point communication in time division duplex (TDD) mode, and simultaneously sensing the environment to determine locations and speed of nearby objects. Using TDD allows Fig. 1 . Block diagram of the basic transceiver that uses two analog arrays. The two arrays are mainly used for suppressing leakage signal from the transmitter to the receiver so that the receiver can operate all the time.
better hardware sharing and avoids complex synchronization between two-way transmissions, compared to frequency division duplex. Each node uses two spatially (widely) separated steerable antenna arrays. The primary goal for using two arrays is to suppress the leakage from transmitter to receiver, as the receiver always needs to be in operation, time-switched between sensing and communication. One array is dedicated to the receiver, and the other can be shared by transmitter and receiver through time division. We consider orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) here for its popularity in modern communication systems, and its strong potential for sensing [8] . The proposed framework can be extended to other packet-based communication systems. Fig. 1 shows the diagram of the proposed transceiver. The transmitter baseband module is common to communication and sensing. The baseband signal is sent to the transmitter radio frequency (RF) frontend, and radiated through Array 1. Array 1 is primarily used for the transmitter and can be optionally connected to the receiver through an electronic switch and a digitally controlled phase shifter. The transmitter RF signal after power amplifier can also be optionally fed to the receiver RF for cancelling leakage signal from the transmitter.
A. System Architecture and Protocol
At the receiver, Array 2 is always connected to the RF frontend, and Array 1 is only connected when the node itself is not transmitting and only receiving signal from the other node. Adding Array 1 can ideally double the BF gain in this case, where signals from the two arrays are constructively added together by a combiner before the RF module. Communication and sensing at the receiver baseband share some signal processing modules such as discrete Fourier transform (DFT), channel estimation and equalization, but are largely different in subsequent processing. The receiver baseband also accepts feedback from the transmitter baseband, mainly for getting a clear sensing signal by removing the data symbols from the received signal. Fig. 2 illustrates the proposed procedure and protocol for JCAS between two nodes A and B. The two nodes communicate in the TDD mode, and the transmitted signal from each node is used for both communication and sensing. For each node one complete cycle includes two stages: Communication Transmission and Active Sensing (CTAS), and Communication 
Reception and Passive Sensing (CRPS).
We refer active and passive sensing to the cases where sensing signal is transmitted by the node itself and by other nodes, respectively. There are two major differences between them: 1) In the former the transmitter and receiver can be synchronized in clock and hence the measured time delay is absolute; while in the latter, the measurement is typically relative due to the lack of synchronization; 2) The transmitted signal is known to the receiver in the former, while it is typically unknown, but may be decoded and reconstructed, in the latter. In addition, the sensed environment can be different due to different propagations: in active sensing, most received signals are reflected ones and the sensing results are more of a radio imaging of the environment that the node confronts; while in passive sensing, most received signals are refracted ones and they also contain the transmitter's information.
From Node A's viewpoint, we now describe the detailed implementation in the two stages. In the CTAS stage of Node A, when Node B is in the CRPS stage, Node A's transmitter uses Array 1 to generate a multibeam, with one subbeam pointing to Node B and the other subbeam adapting to the sensing requirement. During this stage Array 2 of Node A is used for sensing only. It typically forms one narrow single-beam and scans the direction corresponding to the transmitter scanning beam. At the end of the CTAS stage, there is a short transition period between transmission and reception, as usually exists in a TDD transceiver. This period also serves as a guard interval for Array 2, such that the reflected signals from its own transmitter will be separated from the received signals from Node B's transmitter in the following CRPS stage.
In Node A's CRPS stage when Node B is in its CTAS stage, Array 2, as well as Array 1 optionally through a switch, work in the receiving mode, and their signals are combined and processed, primarily for communication, and optionally for passive sensing. Sensing in this case uses transmitted signal from Node B. The two arrays in this stage can be treated equally, and optimized jointly to achieve best results for communication, as well as passive sensing.
This protocol reuses the TDD frame structure for communication and sensing, i.e., downlink and uplink sensing uses downlink and uplink slots, respectively. The TDD frame structure impacts the continuity of sensing, and if possible, it can be optimized by jointly considering communication and sensing needs.
To make the system work, BF design, generation and updating of the multibeam, and the corresponding sensing and communication algorithms are critical problems to be solved. These problems will be addressed in the subsequent sections.
B. Formulation of Signal Model
We consider planar wavefront and uniform linear antenna arrays (ULA) with antenna elements equally spaced at half wavelength in this paper. For an array with M antennas, the array response vector for an angle-of-departing (AoD) θ t or angle-ofarrival (AoA) θ r is given by
where θ is for either θ t or θ r . In the OFDM system, let N denote the number of subcarriers and B the total bandwidth. We get the subcarrier interval f 0 = B/N and OFDM symbol period T s = N/B + T p where T p is the period of cyclic prefix. The baseband signal in the transmitter can then be represented as
wheres is the N × 1 data symbol vector, F is the DFT matrix, and s is the time domain signal. Let s(t) denote the time-domain baseband signal with cyclic prefix appended. The signal transmitted from the antenna array is
where w t is the transmitter BF vector. We can use a common channel model for communication and sensing, although the actual propagation mechanism could be very different. Consider L multipath signals with AoDs θ t, and AoAs θ r, . For the simplicity of notation, we assume that transmitter and receiver arrays have the same number of antennas M . The results in this paper can be straightforwardly extended to arrays with different number of antennas and antenna intervals. The time-varying physical channels between the transmitting and receiving antennas can then be represented as
where for the -th multipath, b is its amplitude of complex value accounting for both signal attenuation and initial phase difference, τ is the propagation delay, and f D , = 10 −8 v s f c /3 is the associated Doppler frequency that causes time varying of H. Here v s is the relative moving speed, f c is the carrier frequency. Note that for communications, we generally only need to know the elements in the matrix H, and do not have to resolve the detailed channel structure and estimate the detailed parameters as shown in (4) . When the multipath is sparse, estimating these underlying parameters directly can be simpler than estimating the matrix elements [12] . For active sensing, of course the channels could be different for communication and sensing.
Let the receiver BF vector be w r . The signal arriving at a receiver array for either sensing or communication can be represented as
where z(t) is the additive white Gaussion noise (AWGN).
III. BEAMFORMING DESIGN
We assume a packet-based communication system where each packet contains many OFDM symbols, and each node sends multiple packets to the other node in one cycle. In such a system, there are two essential requirements for JCAS: (1) having stable and high-gain beams for communication to avoid complex channel tracking within a packet; and (2) having direction-varying scanning beams to enable sensing over a large area of interest. Next we propose beamforming design approach that meets both requirements.
A. Basic Constraints for BF Vectors
These two requirements impose two basic constraints for BF vectors w t and w r : r w t needs to be fixed during at least one packet to make the channel stable for communication (This can be relaxed if powerful channel tracking is available, which is not easy to implement); r For sensing w r needs to be fixed during at least one OFDM symbol so that information symbols can be removed from the received signal; for communication, it needs to be fixed over the whole packet. These two constraints can generally be satisfied in a typical mmWave system. Consider an OFDM system with carrier frequency f c = 24 GHz, bandwidth B = 100 MHz and N = 128 subcarriers. The OFDM symbol period is about T s = 1.6 us (assuming T p = N/(4B)). Within 1 ms which approximately equals to the period of 625 OFDM symbols, the moving distance is less than 5.6 cm for a relative speed smaller than 200 km/h. Hence during this 1ms period, the channel parameters as shown in (4) can be assumed to be pseudo-static and unchanged. In this case, f D , ≤ 4.5 kHz and f D , T s < 0.0072, and the Doppler phase shift can be regarded as unchanged over multiple T s s. For more details on the impact of OFDM parameters on sensing, the readers are referred to [8] .
In addition, to ensure sufficient power for communication, at least one directional beam should point to the target node, similarly for the receiver in the CRPS stage. We also want the transmitter scanning beam to be directional, so that sufficient energy could be reflected for sensing. Their directivity can assist the coarse estimation of AoDs, too.
B. Proposed BF Design
Considering the constraints above, our proposed BF design based on multibeam is as follows. 
This interleaved variation of w r is mainly to enable better estimation of Doppler frequency, which is very small and needs to be measured over a long period. The difference between w r allows wider total scanning directions and can also potentially allow accurate estimation of the AoAs. Each of the N r w r s can be either random vectors, e.g., fulfilling compressive sensing requirement, or vectors generating directional beams pointing to one or more desired scanning directions. Hence the receiver BF can be either single beam or multibeam. In Section IV-E, we will provide an exemplified receiver BF design, adapting to a two-beam transmitter beamforming; 3) For communication, w r for the two arrays shall be ideally jointly designed to achieve the optimal results: Due to their difference in orientation and location, this could be very challenging. A suboptimal approach is to design the beamforming for each array independently and then apply a single phase shift to the signal from Array 1 to ensure a constructive combining of signals from the two arrays. If no passive sensing is required, each array can simply generate a single beam pointing to the transmitting node; otherwise, w r needs to be fixed during one packet to keep channel fixed, and hence no scanning is implemented (Detailed design and implementation will not be discussed in this paper). Therefore we have assumed that each packet has N r N d consecutive OFDM symbols, indexed from 1, . . . , N r N d , and one complete scanning requires N t packets and N t N r N d OFDM symbols. The width and gain for sensing and communication subbeams can be designed to adapt to these parameters, and vice verse. The values of N t , N r , and N d could have notable impact on the sensing performance, and hence they can be optimized in favour of sensing, while meeting the communication requirements. In general, N t depends on the ratio between channel correlation time and the packet period, and affects the sensing ranges in distance and angle. The product of N r N d depends on the number of available OFDM blocks in one packet, and their respective values affect sensing ranges too. We will discuss the design of BF waveforms with given values of these parameters in Section IV. Detailed parameter optimization is beyond the scope of this paper.
C. Least Squares BF Solution With Desired Array Response
The preceding proposed BF design demands algorithms that can flexibly generate BF vectors achieving desired array response. Assume that the desired array response is known, we now provide a generalized least squares (LS) beamforming design method, show its optimality, and extend it to the case when only the magnitude of the desired response is known. This method forms the basis for the multibeam generation and updating algorithms as will be detailed in Section IV.
1) Generalized LS Solution and Its Optimality:
It is well known that the LS solution for a conventional BF design problem
is given by
T is the array response matrix at K specified direc-
T is the desired array response at these directions , and
Here, the parameter K does not directly depends on the number of multipath L. Since the number of antennas in an array, M , determines the beamwidth and then its spatial resolution, the value of K shall be selected to be proportional to M , for example, K equals to 4 to 6 times of M . A larger K could lead to better granularity in specifying the array response, but will also lead to higher computational complexity. Since the BF weight vector for generating the basic BF waveform can typically be pre-computed and stored in the system, the computational complexity is not a real problem.
The solution w LS = A † v to (5), however, does not apply a power constraint to w, which cannot validate the optimality when power constraint is actually necessary for both transmitter and receiver beamforming.
Here we formulate a generalized LS problem for beamforming design, derive its solution and show its optimality. We consider a constrained and weighted LS problem
where D is a real diagonal weighting matrix with diagonal elements' mean power normalized to 1, and c s is a complex scalar to be determined. The pre-chosen matrix D can be used to impose different accuracy requirements on different segments of the generated BF waveform. Assume that A † exists, which is easily achievable by spatial sampling design.
The optimal c s for (6) 
Substituting (7) to (6), the original optimization problem becomes
where
The objective function in (8) is known as Rayleigh quotient. It is known to be maximized when w equals to the eigenvector w opt corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue in the following generalized eigenvalue problem
The eigenvector has a norm of 1, and hence the constraint in (8) is automatically satisfied. The maximal generalized eigenvalue v max is given by
Assume R 2 is invertible. Noticing that R 1 is the outer product of a vector ((DA) H Dv) and its conjugate, via substituting v max to (9) we can remove common scalars from the two sides of the resulted equation and obtain
is a scalar that normalizes the power of w opt to 1. When D = I we have
Interestingly, the optimal solution is now a normalized LS solution. Hence we can get the following theorem: 
where D v is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements being the magnitude of the elements in v, and p v is the phase vector for v. Actually, the phases provide K degrees-of-freedom for minimizing the least square error
2 . This can be further formulated as:
This optimization problem is not easy to solve since each element of p v needs to be on a unit circle. The two-step iterative least squares (ILS) method in [13] provides a sub-optimal solution for w opt by exploiting the freedom of choosing p v ,opt . Although several further improvements to the algorithm were made, its convergence is not proven yet. Actually, we have found that the algorithm quite often converges to the same BF vector even when the given D v is different, e.g., when taken from different length of a given curve. We will discuss detailed observations for the behaviour of this algorithm and propose how to choose appropriate initial D v in Section VI for our problem.
IV. GENERATION AND UPDATING OF MULTIBEAM BF VECTORS
Based on the BF design principles and ILS BF generation algorithm in Section III, we now provide detailed methods for generating and updating multibeam BF vectors. We consider a narrowband BF model with continuous, instead of quantized BF vector values. We will also assume that there is a dominating multipath for the communication link.
We want to achieve the following goals for the multibeam design:
G1: The multibeam can simultaneously meet communication and sensing requirements for various beamwidth and power levels, and suit signals with different packet parameters; G2: Communication and sensing subbeams can be added up constructively to obtain an improved SNR for at least the communication link; G3: BF vectors can be updated simply and rapidly to adapt to changed communication and sensing requirements in real time. The complete process includes the following steps, as will be detailed in each of the following subsections: S1: Generate the basic reference BF waveforms for communication and sensing (Pointing at zero degree) as will be discussed in Section IV-A; S2: Shift the reference waveforms to the desired directions using the displaced BF waveform algorithm to be proposed in Section IV-B; S3: Combine the communication and scanning subbeams and obtain the normalized BF vector w t , using one of the methods to be proposed in Section IV-C. In Section IV-E, we will also present an exemplified receiver BF design that corresponds to the transmitter multibeam.
A. Generating Basic Reference BF Waveform
The basic BF waveform for communication and sensing will be separately generated using the ILS algorithm, with possibly different beamwidth and shape.
This involves the determination of beamwidth, number of scanning directions and the shape of the BF waveform. The reference waveforms generally remain unchanged for a long period, and do not need to be regenerated if only scanning and communication directions change. They will be used as subbeam inputs to the subsequent steps and generate the final multibeam waveform. Note that the subbeams in the finally resulted multibeam may be slightly different from the desired shape.
We can determine the pointing directions and required beamwidth of the scanning subbeam, based on the desired scanning range and the values of N t , N r , and N d . Wider beams can be used to cover a larger scanning range and/or complete scanning within a less number of packets. However, they generally lead to reduced sensing range due to reduced BF gain, as well as reduced angle resolution. A general practice is to let scanning directions to be spaced at 3 dB beamwidth, which can be approximately calculated as 2arcsin(1.2/M ) in radius for a ULA with M omnidirectional antenna elements spaced at half wavelength.
The shape of the BF waveform can be regulated by the input to the ILS algorithm via specifying the desired BF magnitude D v . To generate a beam with small sidelobes using the ILS algorithm, we found it effective to let D v be the mainlobe of a BF radiation pattern, and setting the rest samples to be zeros, as will be shown in Fig. 3 .
The power allocation between the communication and scanning subbeams depends on the required communication distances and the sensing ranges. The power allocation can be realized via either adjusting the beamwidth or distributing energy proportions between the two subbeams. The latter can be conveniently achieved as will be shown in Section IV-C. There is always a compromise between the communication and sensing range requirements as the increase in one will generally cause reduction to the other.
B. BF Vectors for Displaced BF Waveform
In this subsection we show that a BF waveform displaced by an "equivalent" scanning direction can be obtained through element-wise multiplying the original BF vector by a phase shifting vector.
We first show that BF waveform displaced by an actual scanning direction cannot be obtained in a simple way. Consider an M -element ULA whose array response vector at the direction θ is given by a(θ) in (1). Let w 1 be the current BF vector. The radiation pattern (BF value) at the direction θ is given by
Now we want to use w 2 to generate the same BF value at the direction θ + δ. This can be represented as
where D δ (θ) is a diagonal matrix with the m-th diagonal element equal to exp(jπm(sin(θ + δ) − sin(θ))). It is clear that D δ (θ) depends on θ, and hence such BF waveform displacement cannot be achieved via multiplying a single phase shifting vector. Now let us consider an M × Q array response matrix A with quantized and equally spaced element values. For its q-th column,
where φ is the quantization step, qφ can be treated as an equivalent direction, corresponding to sin(θ) with θ being the actual direction. We can make φ sufficiently small, meeting desired pointing direction resolution. However, a q is not equally spaced with respect to the actual directions. Now we want to generate displaced BF waveform with equivalent directions changing from qφ to (q + δ)φ. We can obtain the relationship between w 1 and w 2 as
where (D δ ) is an M × M diagonal matrix with m-th diagonal elment being exp(jπmδφ)). Since D δ is independent of q, the whole BF waveform can now be displaced by multiplying (D δ ) c to w 1 . This suggests that we only need to pre-generate one BF vector w 1 from a reference BF waveform with desired shape, then obtain any displaced BF waveform by multiplying a phase shifting vector to it. Note that the shape of the waveform is retained only in the equivalent directions, but not the actual directions (See the examples in Figs. 4 and 5) . However, for most applications, such distortions in BF waveform is acceptable, particularly given the benefits from the simplicity of this method.
C. Generating and Combining Communication and Sensing Subbeams
In this subsection, we present two methods for generating a multibeam that can achieve a good balance between preserving the desired shape of the BF waveform and the combined BF gain for communication. Method 1 first generates the communication and sensing subbeams separately, and combine them by introducing a vector-level phase shifting term. Method 2 generates the two subbeams jointly.
1) Method 1. Separated Design + Vector-Level Phase Alignment: In this separated design, we first generate the communication and sensing beams separately and then combine them coherently. We split the transmitter BF vector as
where w t,c , w t,c distribution between the two BF vectors. The power of w t is further normalized to 1.
The value of ρ can be determined by jointly considering the communication and sensing requirement. Note that for active sensing, the path loss factor is about 4, while for communication and passive sensing, it is about 2. Hence the range of active sensing is approximately the square root of the communication distance, given that the received SNRs are the same. Noting this difference, we can then decide a proper value for ρ to balance the communication and sensing requirements.
For w t,c , we want to determine its value to achieve the transmitter BF gain as high as possible, depending on available channel knowledge. We consider two cases in this paper: (1) when the full channel matrix H is known, and (2) when the (estimated) dominating AoD is known.
In the first case, let p 1 and q 1 be the left and right singular vectors of H, corresponding to the maximum singular value. In order to maximize the received communication power at Node B, ideally we would like to let q c 1 and p c 1 be the transmitting and receiving BF vectors, respectively. However, letting w t = q c 1 is not always possible since w t,s needs to vary over packets. Hence we let q c 1 to be the initial value of w t,c in this case. In the second case, we consider the approach of setting the initial value of w t,c to be a c (θ t,c ) to generate a BF pointing to the dominating AoD θ t,c .
In either case, w t,c can be further optimized from these initial values in order to, e.g., reduce the sidelobes, using the ILS method. Hence the final w t,c can become slightly different.
Using case 2 w t,c = a c (θ t,c ) as an example, we now propose a method for designing w t,s to achieve coherent signal combination for the two subbeams for the communication link. This process can be directly applied to case 1 by substituting a c (θ t,c ) with q 
The underlying idea here is to make the two subbeams to add coherently at the desired direction (dominating communication direction). This approach is simple and demonstrates good performance in general. However, it is not optimized and may become less efficient particularly when communication and sensing subbeams locate closely in direction.
2) Method 2. Joint Design:
In this joint design method, we use a single desired multibeam waveform as the input to the ILS algorithm to get the combined BF vector directly. Referring to the ILS algorithm, one example of this method is described as follows. 
That is, each diagonal element of D v is the maximum of corresponding two elements in √ ρd c and √ 1 − ρd s . Using the maximum instead of sum can better maintain the shape of the desired waveform and minimize the sidelobe. S3: Use the ILS algorithm with the input D v to get the BF vector w t .
3) Comparison of the Two Methods:
The two proposed methods have respective advantages and disadvantages, as can be observed from the discussions above and the simulation results to be presented in Section VI. The comparison is summarized below.
r Method 1, the separated design, can generally achieve higher BF gain for communication compared to Method 2. It is very flexible in adapting to varying requirements for power and pointing directions, as each BF vector can be updated individually before combination. The resulted variation in sidelobe is generally small and the BF gain at the desired directions can be generally maintained. When the communication and sensing subbeams are very close in direction, however, they can form a beam with almost a single main beam. This may cause some wasted energy if there is no other significant multipath near the dominating multipath for communication;
r Method 2, the joint design, provides excellent control for the shape of the BF waveform, but it generally achieves inferior BF gain as no phase alignment was able to be applied for the communication and sensing subbeams. It is also inflexible in BF updating, as individual subbeam cannot be changed in either power or pointing directions. Any change in power allocation or pointing direction requires the running of almost the complete process as discussed in Section IV-C2. Based on the comparisons above, Method 1 provides better balance between system performance and complexity. We will mainly refer to Method 1 in the rest of this paper. Certainly combination methods optimized for some set receivers are yet to be developed.
D. Updating the BF Vector w t
Referring to Method 1, the major steps of generating and updating BF vectors can now be summarized as follows, in the case of without requiring to change the basic reference BF waveform.
1) Apply the phase shifting vector to shift the reference waveform to the desired pointing direction for both communication and sensing subbeams; 2) Apply Method 1 to combine the two subbeams to generate the multibeam.
E. Receiver BF Design
We briefly discuss how to design the receiver BF, corresponding to the transmitted multibeam signal here, for both active and passive sensing.
1) Active Sensing in CTAS Stage:
Considering that reflected multipath signals will generally come from the opposite of the transmit BF direction, the receiver scanning directions can be chosen accordingly.
To exploit the transmit multibeam, we want to let the receiver BF to cover the directions of both the communication and scanning subbeams during each packet. This can be done either through using a receiver multibeam or a single beam over different time. In this paper, we consider the latter which is consistent with the sensing algorithm that will be presented in Section V. Since the direction of the communication subbeam is approximately unchanged during one complete cycle of scanning, we can distribute the receiver scanning directions surrounding the opposite direction of communication beam to the N t packets. In this case, one example of the receiver BF design is as follows: During each set of N r scanning directions in each packet, assign N r − 1 directions corresponding to the transmit sensing subbeam, and 1 direction corresponding to the communication subbeam. Across all N t packets, there are a total of N t and (N r − 1)N t receiver BF scanning directions, corresponding to communication and sensing BF directions, respectively. These directions can be interlaced or overlapped, if desired.
2) Passive Sensing in CRPS Stage: For communication reception, the receiver BF needs to be fixed over one packet period, to make sure the channel is stable. Hence if passive sensing is implemented, the receiver can also use a multibeam, being fixed during one packet period, and corresponding to and varying with the transmit multibeam. Without using the direction-varying scanning beam per OFDM symbol as is used in active sensing, the angle resolution may be reduced. But the SNR can be improved by averaging the measurements over multiple OFDM symbols.
Note that for passive sensing, the time delay measurement has an unknown time offset term and hence the distance measurement is relative, as the transmitter and receiver are nonsynchronized in timing clock. The directions and Doppler frequencies (or speeds) can be similarly measured to those in active sensing.
F. Comparison to Separated Communication and Sensing
The advantages of using multibeam for joint communication and sensing over conventional separated communication and sensing such as time-division or frequency-channelization can be seen from the simple analysis below.
Refer to the time-division method where communication and sensing use separated timeslots and the ratio of the period between communication timeslot and the total timeslot is a. For the proposed multibeam scheme, we consider the case where the power distribution factor ρ = a. For communications, we compare the Shannon capacities for the time-division and multibeam methods, which can be simplified as (23) where P t is the total transmission power, M is the number of antennas in the array, representing the maximal beamforming gain, h is the propagation channel coefficient, B is the bandwidth, and σ 2 z is the noise variance. It is easy to verify that the ratio C MB /C TD is always equal to or larger than 1, with equality held when a = 1. For example, for a = 1/2, the ratio is 1.88 and 1.94 for M |h| 2 P t /σ 2 z being 5 and 10 dB, respectively. In the analysis above, we didn't even take into consideration the potential increasing of signal power via combining the signal from the sensing subbeam.
On the other hand, for sensing, using a simple example we can show that the multibeam method can perform at least as well as the time-division method. Athough the power of the scanning subbeam in the multibeam method is only (1 − a) of that in time-division, its scanning time is 1/(1 − a) times longer. Therefore, in the multibeam method, just repeating the scanning at the same direction over the whole period and combining the received signals, we can already get the same received SNR for scanning with that in the time-division method. If we apply the mutual information analysis for sensing, we can also see that the mutual information for sensing in the multibeam method is always larger than that in the time-division method.
V. SENSING ALGORITHMS IN CTAS STAGE
The basic task in sensing is to determine distance, direction, and speed of environmental objects from received signals, and then extract information from these parameters. They can be obtained through both direct estimation of parameters τ , f D , , θ t, and θ r, , and data fusion processing over time, frequency and spatial domains. The main purpose of this section is to demonstrate that it is feasible to apply various algorithms, including low-complexity DFT (periodogram) method, and high resolution spectrum analysis and compressive sensing algorithms, complying with the proposed multibeam framework. We will base our discussions on active sensing in the CTAS stage here. Most of the proposed algorithms can be extended to sensing in the CRPS stage straightforwardly.
For simplicity, we assume that the OFDM symbols used for sensing are indexed from k = 1 and located in the same position in each packet. Let the packet period be T f .
Since the data symbolss is known to the receiver and w t and w r are fixed for at least one OFDM symbol, we can convert the received signal to the frequency domain and removes via equalization. Ignore the variation of Doppler phase shift within one OFDM symbol and approximate it as a single value. For the (k = (n d − 1)N r + n r )-th OFDM symbol in the n t -th packet we can get the frequency-domain channel estimate at the n-th subcarrier as
wherez n is the noise sample at the n-th subcarrier. For fixed w t and w r , g (n t , n r ) will be a function of and the signal in (24) presents a typical form of radar signal. From (24), we can see that the maximum unambiguous resolution for delay τ and Doppler frequency f D , are τ max = 1/f 0 and f D ,max = 1/T s = f 0 . The maximum value for sensible range and moving speed can accordingly be determined. The granularity of the resolution (i.e., minimal resolvable values) for delay and Doppler mainly depends on the signal bandwidth and the measurement time period during which the channel parameters can be regarded as unchanged, respectively [8] , [14] . When high resolution algorithms such as those to be discussed in Section V-B are applied, the granularity of resolution also depends on other factors such as SNR and the number of observations. For the n t -th packet, stack the signalsh n,n t ,k with the same w r to a series of N r N × N d matrices Y(n t , n r ), n r = 1, . . . , N r , where (Y(n t , n r )) n,n d =h n,n t ,k . These elements are from all N subcarriers over N d OFDM symbols, at an interval of N r symbols. In the noise-free case, we can get
A. Low-Resolution Low-Complexity Approach: DFT Method
We can apply simple spectrum techniques such as periodogram and 2D DFTs to each Y(n t , n r ) to get coarse estimates for τ and f D , [15] . To generate a complete Delay-Doppler 2D-view, we can take the absolute values of the 2D-DFT outputs for all (n t , n r ), and then sum them up.
We may want to average the measured signals to improve the SNRs or to synthesize over different scanning angles. However, such averaging operation needs to be cautious.
Note that adding together Y(n t , n r ) with different n r s may not improve SNRs. Consider the case when w r (n t , n r ) generates a directional single beam pointing to the direction ϕ n t ,n r . We have
Even when two pointing directions are within the range of the mainlobe of a single beam, the maximum phase difference can be close to 2π. This indicates that d (n t , n r ) could have quite different phase values for different n r s. However, some columns in Y(n t , n r ) can be added together to improve SNRs. One major problem with this method is its limited resolution capability, particularly in resolving the Doppler frequencies. The Doppler frequencies are typically quite small due to limited moving speed. Resolution can be improved by using larger N r N d values, which requires longer packets.
B. High-Resolution Approach: 1D Compressive Sensing
Resolution for τ and f D , may be improved by using traditional super-resolution spectrum analysis techniques such as 2D-ESPRIT [16] and 2-D Matrix Pencil [17] , [18] , based on the signal model in (25) . However, these techniques require the number of measurements to be larger than the number of multipath signals in each dimension. For the parameter N d , it is hard to be satisfied. It is also hard for these methods to combine the measurements from multiple angles to improve the estimates for delay and Doppler frequency.
More recently, compressive sensing (CS) techniques have been widely applied in radar imaging [19] , [20] . The four parameters, AoDs, AoAs, delay and Doppler frequency in (24) can be estimated either individually or jointly by forming from 1D to 4D CS models [20] . Generally, higher-dimension models can lead to better performance, but they will also require reconstruction algorithms with much higher complexity. On the other hand, current CS techniques mostly work on on-grid (or quantized) signal models. There exist some techniques dealing with off-grid models, such as the perturbation approach [21] and atomic norms [22] , but they are currently limited to lowdimension (≤ 2) problems, and also have respective constrains on the parameter estimation range and the minimum separation of the parameter values. CS techniques for high-dimension off-grid models are still immature. In our framework, quantization errors in the on-grid model can be quite large for Doppler frequency, AoA and AoD due to the limited number of measurements in these domains. This makes current high-dimension CS solution ineffective here.
In this paper, we propose a novel estimation algorithm based on 1D multiple measurement vector (MMV) CS techniques. For clarity and also considering the maturity of technology, we will base our algorithm on the on-grid model, which will be shown to work well even for continuous parameters in the simulation results in Section VI. Existing off-grid-model based techniques such as [21] , [22] can also be applied when being extended to the MMV setup. We use MMV-CS to estimate delays, and through the estimated delays to estimate the rest parameters. The quantization error for delay is small enough for achieving satisfactory estimation performance, because both the number of measurements N (number of subcarriers) and the bandwidth are sufficiently large. Using this algorithm we can also combine all measurements across the whole N t packets, if desired, to get the delay estimates with significantly improved SNR. This CS based method also provides great flexibility in the receiver scanning BF design. For example, it is possible to use multibeam receiver BF, which is to be investigated in the future.
This algorithm essentially exploits the fine accuracy of the amplitude estimates in the MMV model. Other parameters such as Doppler frequency can then be estimated from the amplitudes. This will separate multipaths to multiple delay bins, which will generally make the number of multipath in each delay bin to be smaller than N d so that 1-D spectrum analysis techniques can be applied. Conversely, the amplitude estimation in conventional spectrum analysis techniques are less accurate, and hence cannot be used for estimating Doppler frequencies directly.
1) Estimation of Delays τ :
In order to estimate τ , we can treat the product of g (n t , n r ) and the Doppler phase term in (24) as varying amplitude over different measurements for the delays, and then formulate it as an MMV CS problem.
Modifying from (25) and ignoring the quantization error, we can get a delay-quantized on-grid model for the measurements from N d OFDM symbols as
where C τ is a N × L p dictionary matrix with elements
corresponding to the quantized delay qN/(BL p ), and P(n t , n r ) is an L p × L matrix with elements either zeros or ones, associating the multipath delays with the elements in D g (n t , n r )V d . Note that we can use an overcomplete dictionary C τ to reduce quantization error. In this case, we get an interpolated DFT matrix with dimension N × L p . We found that L p = 2N is a good choice that balances the quantization error and the correlation between different columns of the dictionary matrix.
We consider three cases according to the number of multipaths at each delay at each receiver beamforming scanning direction: (1) No multipath has delay value qN/(BL p ), (2) A single multipath has delay qN/(BL p ), and (3) Multiple multipaths have the same delay qN/(BL p ) but different Doppler frequencies. For the three cases, the q-th row of P(n t , n r ) has all zeros, a single 1 or multiple 1's, respectively. The total number of 1's in P(n t , n r ) equals to L. Therefore the {q, n d }-th element of U(n t , n r ) is given by
where S is a set with more than one multipath indexes. When organizing measurements into an MMV mathematical model, we want to make sure they have the common support (delay values), otherwise no improvement on estimation performance can be achieved. Equation (28) forms a basic MMV signal model where N d measurements are used. For receiver sensing beams with close scanning directions or even with overlapped beams, they may see multipaths from a single large object or a cluster of objects with the same quantized delay. Hence it will be beneficial to stack them into one MMV model. We consider two combinations here: (1) combine the N r − 1 receive BF results corresponding to the transmit sensing subbeam direction in each packet, and (2) combine each receive BF result corresponding to the transmit communication subbeam direction in a packet across N t packets. We represent the extended MMV signal model as
for Combination 1, and
for Combination 2.
For each R(n t ), we can then apply some MMV CS algorithm such as MMV Bayesian Compressive Sensing (BCS) [23] , [24] or MMV OMP [25] to get estimates for U. Once U is known, the quantized delay and Doppler frequencies can then be estimated from the non-zero rows in U, referring back to individual composing matrix in U.
Using Combination 1 in (31) as an example, we now study how to extract estimates for delays, and their associated Doppler frequencies and AoAs.
Referring to (30), the cross-correlation between two neighbouring elements in the q-th row of U(n t , n r ) can be computed as
Let the mean and variance of {λ q,n d (n t , n r )},
Based on (33), we can now decide whether there are multipath signals at delay qN/(BL p ) by comparingλ q (n t , n r ) with a delay-dependent threshold η q : Ifλ q (n t , n r ) ≥ η q , there is at least one multipath; otherwise, no multipath. The threshold η q can be set according to the anticipated power of the received signal for the delay qN/(BL p ).
2) Estimation of Doppler Frequency: Without differentiating between Cases 2 and 3, we can apply conventional spectrum analysis techniques such as 1D ESPRIT to find the estimates or Doppler frequencies from each u q,n d (n t , n r ), referring back to (30), The number of resolvable multipaths will be equal to or smaller than N d /2.
We can use another method with much lower complexity to find Doppler frequencies if there is only one multipath in each scanning direction and each delay bin (i.e., Case 2). This could be a common case when the obstacle can be treated as a point source. To filter out possibly a limited number of Case 3, we need a mechanism to differentiate between Cases 2 and 3. We tried the method that compares σ q,n d (n t , n r ) with a second threshold, based on the fact that σ q,n d (n t , n r ) = 0 in the noiseless case in Case 2. However it seems not working reliably and hence it remains as an open problem yet to be solved.
In Case 2, the Doppler frequency can be directly estimated from the angle of λ q,n d (n t , n r )
Since 2πN rf D , T s 1, there could be only one possible value for f D , .
We note that for Combination 2, similar process applies, but it could be better, from the combination, to exclude U(n, N r )s obtained when communication and sensing subbeams are close in directions, as d (n t , N r ) in these cases can be quite different to the others due to the significant contribution from the sensing subbeam.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
We present simulation results to validate the proposed framework, considering a system with major communication parameters detailed in Section III-A. Each packet is assumed to have 60 OFDM symbols. Node A has two 16-element ULAs, and the interval between antenna elements is half wavelength. Node A moves at speed 20 m/s, and obstacles (objects in surrounding environment) have random speed between −40 and 40 m/s.
The communication direction, where Node B locates, is assumed to be at 0 degree. Assume there is a dominating LOS multipath between Nodes A and B. The mean power ratio between this LOS and the rest multipath signals is 10dB. All the communication multipaths are uniformly distributed within a direction range of 33 degrees.
A. Multibeam Generation
Jointly considering the number of OFDM symbols in one packet and the size of the array, we set N t = 8, N r = 5, N d = 12, where N d is set a large value to achieve better estimation for Doppler frequencies. In this case, from the other system parameters as provided in Section III-A, we can see that a complete sensing cycle lasts about 0.768 ms, which is also the communication transmission period. Transmission within this cycle does not have to be continuous, that is, the N t packets does not have to be transmitted continuously at a time. The transmitter can also work in the receiving mode for communication. These parameters can be readily adapted to the actual TDD timeslot allocation in the communication protocol.
Based on these parameters, we want to generate transmit BF waveforms that cover a scanning range from −60 to 60 degrees, overlapped at approximately 3 dB beamwidth. The equivalent scanning directions are hence spaced at 0.2, leading to the desired actual pointing directions of the 8 scanning subbeams to approximately −54. 3, −37.8, −24.4, −12.3, 10.8, 22.8, 35.9 and 51.9 degrees. The size of the matrix A is M × K, with M = 16 and K selected as 160 to illustrate smooth curves for BF waveforms. In real applications, a much smaller K such as K = 5M can be applied. Note the non-uniform actual scanning directions is purely resulted from the requirement of applying the simple displaced BF waveform generation method. In Fig. 3 , we show the basic reference BF waveform for the sensing subbeam. The black dashed curve is the radiation pattern of a conventional 12-element ULA. The blue dotted curve, which takes the mainlobe of the dashed curve and sets the rest to zeros, is the desired magnitude input to the ILS algorithm. The red solid curve represents the output from the ILS algorithm with D = I and is the reference BF waveform used for generating the scanning BF waveforms. The pink dashed-dotted curve represents the output waveform from the ILS algorithm with D being a special diagonal matrix. Its diagonal elements correspond to the normalized version of an exponential function exp ([80, 79, . . . , 0, 1, . . . , 79]/15). Note that the reference waveform has already achieved much lower sidelobes than the initial radiation pattern (black dashed curve), which is a desired property. The pink-dotted curve shows even lower sidelobes, which is achieved by applying this special weighting matrix D. This clearly demonstrates an important usage for D: obtaining BF vectors that can generate lower sidelobes, than those achievable by only setting the sidelobe of the desired magnitude response to zero. Through D, we apply different weights to the square errors as shown in (6) , and can obtain different similarities for different segments of the waveform between the generated BF waveform and the desired one. The communication subbeam is similarly generated, but uses the radiation pattern from a 16-element ULA to obtain higher gain. Fig. 4 plots the 8 individual sensing subbeams together with the communication subbeam before combination, generated via the displaced BF waveform method. The communication subbeam has a narrower mainrobe and higher BF gain as it is generated from the radiation pattern of a 16-element ULA. Note that these sensing subbeams have the same main beamwidth and are spaced equally over the equivalent directions.
In Fig. 5 , we present the 8 BF waveforms after combining communication and sensing subbeams using Methods 1 and 2. Fig. 6 plots individual BF waveform for the two methods. We can see that Method 2 has better control on the overall BF waveform shape and gains. Here the x-axis is the actual directions. The figure shows that the beamwidth increases with increased distance to direction at 0 degree (that the reference BF waveform points to). Narrower beamwidth can generally achieve better resolution in direction. Hence this result matches well with the scanning requirements in practical applications, i.e., regions closer to Node A in direction is more of interest. Fig. 7 compares the averaged received signal power for the two subbeam combining methods, where the transmitting communication subbeam points to the dominating AoD and a maximal ratio combining receiver is used. The power is normalized to the value obtained when a single beam pointing to the dominating AoD is used for communication only. We can see that compared with Method 2, Method 1 achieves approximately 6% increase at various scanning directions thanks to the use of "coherent" combining phase.
B. Sensing Results
To test the sensing performance in the proposed multibeam framework, we use the following additional system configurations. We generate a scattering environment with 12 scatters, and each scatter is assumed to be a point source in terms channel propagation. No radar cross-section information is assumed and this example is purely based on free-space pathloss. We assume a pathloss model with path-loss factor 4 for sensing. The transmission power is 25 dBm, and the total thermal noise in the receiver is −94 dBm. In all the figures here, red circles are for values of the actual obstacles.
The obstacles/scatters are uniformly distributed over a distance up to 30 m, and over a range of AoAs from −60 to 60 degrees. All values of distance, moving speed and AoA are off-grid and continuous.
For CS, the interpolated DFT matrix is used as the dictionary with an interpolation factor of 2. This enables the application of fast Fourier transform in the CS algorithm. We use BCS algorithm to solve the MMV problem.
In the 2D DFT estimation, Doppler frequencies are mixed in the first bin and cannot be resolved. Hence in Fig. 8 , we only present distance-AoA estimation results with the application of 1D IDFT. Fig. 8(a) shows the directly obtained results, while Fig. 8(b) shows the results after post-processing: Apply a pathloss model to compensate the power for IDFT outputs at different delays (corresponding to different distances), normalize the compensated estimates to their maximum, and set those estimate smaller than −10 dB to −10 dB (or much lower for higher sharpness in the plot). After the post-processing, locations of the obstacles become much clearer than those in Fig. 8(a) , but are still not very accurate due to the low-resolution nature of the DFT algorithm.
In Fig. 9 , we show the distance-AoA estimation performance for the proposed CS algorithm: the direct location estimates in (a), and the location and power of the estimates after a similar post-processing with that in Fig. 8(b) . Despite of some scattered estimates around the true locations, the figure demonstrates significantly improved resolution and accuracy in the distance-AoA estimation, compared to the DFT algorithm. Fig. 10 presents the associated estimates for the relative speed, aligned to the distance estimates. Estimates further away from the true values are still visible, but most estimates achieve good accuracy.
VII. CONCLUSIONS

